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Build Your Own Power Structure

Obstacles to Evolving an Existing Power Structure
● Inherent challenges in the process - dislike / distrust of change.
● People only know where they are, haven’t seen where they could be going.
● “Crisis of imagination” (added by GWR)
● Change can feel like a loss of power.
● “Pareto principle” - how to convince 80% they are part of the 20%?
● Lack of control - larger system e.g. political
● Zoom fatigue - how to get people aligned with changes
● How to “hold people accountable” - how does the system hold itself accountable?
● Cultural resistance to giving and receiving feedback - pendulum between too soft

and too harsh
● Parallel evolution of individuals and the whole - can be challenging

Resources Available to Evolve an Existing Power Structure
● YOU model - Heart agreements - find a way to build the agreements into the

system. Not just the spiritual leader’s job to bring folks “back.”
● Tiered / incentive system
● Start with one prototype, incrementally increase implementation of more

prototypes
● Offer a workshop (education) to “leadership team” - educate team coordinators,

then eventually everyone in the community. Evolve out of smaller groups.
● Time is a resource - it takes time to transform a power culture
● Raise the level of self-awareness and self-responsibility in the whole system.
● Tools are “built in” to systems rather than personality dependent
● UUA resources for relating with trauma (esp. Last year)
● Embedding Unity principles in the systems - demonstrating greater openness to

evolution
● Accountability recipe: Feedback + Self-Responsibility + Restoration =

Accountability
● Regular meetings, communication, education
● Covenantal framework for systemic power culture
● Dynamic forms of decision making (e.g. Sociocracy) - equitable distribution of

power
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